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ABSTRACT
The Fusion Materials Irradiation Test (FMIT) facility, currently under construction, is designed to
produce a high flux of high energy neutrons for irradiation eff~cts experiments on fusion reactor materials.
Characterization of the flux-fluence-spectrum in this
rapidly varying neutron field requires adaptation and extension of currently available dosimetry techniques. This characterization will be carried out by a combination of
active, passive, and calculational dosimetry. The goal is
to provide the experimenter with accurate neutron fluxfluence-spectra at all positions in the test cell. Plans
have been completed for a number of experimental dosimetry stations and provision for these facilities has
been incorporated into the FMIT design. Overall needs
of the FMIT irradiation damage program delineate goal
accuracies for dosimetry that, in turn, create new
requirements for high energy neutron cross section data.
Recommendations based on these needs have been derived
for required cross section data and accuracies.
INTRODUCTION
In support of materials development for the Magentic Fusion
Energy (MFE) program, the United States Department of Energy is
constructing an intense neutron source known as the Fusion Materials Irradiation Test (FMIT) facility.[l,2] The FMIT facility
will generate an intense source af high energy neutrons for the
systematic study, evaluation and development of fusion reactor
materials. The Li(d,n) reaction will be used to produce this
intense neutron source. A prototype linear accelerator will provide a high current deuteron beam (~lOOmA~ 15-35 MeV) that will
impinge on a target of flowing liquid lithium. The objective for
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FMIT is a maximum flux intensity of 101s neutrons/(cm2·sec) with
a mean energy of 14 MeV. The unperturbed steady state neutron
volume/flux goals are approximately 10 cm3 at 101s n/(cm2·sec) and
500 cm3 at 101 4 n/(cm2·sec).
With these capabilities, FMIT will provide entry into a new
realm of fusion reactor material testing. No irradiation facility yet built approximates the irradiation environment planned
in FMIT, and full exploitation of this unique facillty demands
characterization of the irradiation environment to a degree
consistent with MFE materials testing program objectives. For
proper characterization in the required 10 to 30% (la) accuracy
range, FMIT facility design must be flexible enough to include
both present and future dosimetry needs. These neutron and gamma
ray' dosimetry needs, in turn, impact on the design of the FMIT
test cell and associated facilities.
To this end, design efforts have gone forward and overall
dosimetry needs have been incorporated into formal FMIT design
plans and specifications.[3,4] While adequate facilities are
obviously necessary for dosimetry efforts at FMIT, attainable
characterization accuracy also depends in good measure upon the
general nuclear data base. In particular, the accuracy of selected high energy neutron cross sections is crucial in defining
the limiting accuracy of neutron dosimetry attained at FMIT.
Wherever possible, methods developed and used for fission
reactor environments will be relied upon for FMIT dosimetry. However, the dosimetry task for FMIT is considerably more complex.
Characterization of the FMIT test volume is complicated by the
following factors:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Large flux component of very high energy neutrons.
Steep flu~ and energy spectrum gradients within the
test volume.
Highly directional neutron flux, as opposed to the
essentially isotropic flux in a fission reactor.
Irregular production of secondary neutrons within
the test assembly.
Great sensitivity of the preceding factors to source
instabilities.

As a result of extensive planning and reviews,[3,5-9] and
current ASTM recommended practices,[lO] it has been concluded
that present state-of-the-art active, passive and calculational
neutron dosimetry methods have significant shortcomings if individually applied to the characterization of the FMIT test volume
environment. For example, except for the hydrogen (n,p) reaction,
cross section data are barely adequate in the 2-28 MeV energy
range and there. is virtually no data above 28 MeV. Further,
conventional active detectors may not be re.liable, considering
the high flux levels and large angular, spatial, and local
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temporal variations of the neutron energy spectrum. Passive detectors, while more suitable for high flux environments, do not
provide the necessary real time information such as temporal
variations of the (d, Li) neutron source. Flux gradients,
directionality and source instability militate against a characterization based largely on a calculational approach. While it
is reasonable to expect technical advances tending to improve
this situation over the long term, it is not reasonable to assume
that these advances will eliminate the need for a multifaceted
approach for FMIT dosimetry. It has, therefore, been concluded
that characterization of the FMIT radiation environment will be
accomplished by a prudent combination of three general approaches,
namely:
(1)
(2)
(3)

passiv~

dosimetry (PO)
active dosimetry (AD)
calculational dosimetry (CD).

These three general approaches must be supported by evaluation and benchmarking in low intensity neutron fields [11-15] as
well as by longer range efforts to improve the accuracy of general
nuclear data, such as cross section~ that have a vital impact upon
neutron exposure and damage co~relation parameter accuracies.
Each general approach, namely Passive Dosimetry (PO), Active
Dosimetry (AD), and Calculational Dosimetry (CD), calls for
special program el'ements. The general relationship amongst PO,
AD, and CO program elements is shown by block diagram in Figure
1.
To implement these program elements, a number of experimental stations have been recommended for specific dosimetry purposes
at FMIT. These dosimetry stations are summarized in Table I.
Specific FMIT dosimetry activities which are associated with these
dosimetry stations, have been identified. To provide some insight
into the range of these specialities, these dosimetry activities
are briefly summarized in Table II.
·
Clearly this range of activities encompasses a need for
General Nuclear Data (GND) which extends beyond high energy neutron
cross sections. These more general requirements can be easily
demonstrated by citing some of the more apparent examples. Use
of radiometric monitors (RM) for in-situ test assembly dG>simetry
(PD-2) demands the application of decay scheme branching ratios
and half-lives in absolute nuclear metrology. Fission product
yields ate a particularly significant example, although these
reactions can be regarded as partial neutron cross sections.
Characteristics of (d, Li) neutron production must be adequately
defined in order to develop FMIT lithium targets of high yield
(GND-1). In particular, this activity includes knowledge of the
straggling distribution of deuterons in liquid lithium. Application of the lithium flow dosimetry station (AD-4) for a variety
of FMIT dosimetry related tasks[3] requires knowledge of specific
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charged particle cross sections as well as certain decay scheme
branching ratios and half-lives.
·
Benchmark field testing.(AD-7~and PD-4) will be employed
to evaluate candidate active and passive FMIT dosimetry techniques. The pragmatic utility of benchmark fields can not be
over-emphasized.[6-15] State-of-the-art dosimetry techniqyes are
as often limited by systematic effects as by lack of neutron cross
section data. In benchmark field calibration experiments, these
systematic effects arise in a natural way, i.e. in the same
effective way which occurs in the actual application of the given
dosimetry technique. Consequently, the ·value of such calibration
experiments is that they can empirically account for very complex
systematic effects and can significantly reduce or eliminate the
need for precise knowledge of the absolute magnitude of many
se·condary dosimetry cross sections. As opposed to the absolute
scale, the shape of these cross sections becomes the dominant
uncertainty.
In view of the sparsity of high intensity fusion neutron
fields, FMIT will be used as a benchmark. Current in-situ passive
dosimetry efforts for fission reactors emphasize the need for such
benchmark field referencing.[l6-17] Because the fusion reactor
dosimetry data base is not comparable with the fission reactor
dosimetry data base, benchmark referencing is even more essential
for FMIT in-situ passive dosimetry efforts. Rabbit tubes are
planned at a number of key locations in the FMIT facility (see
the section on Passive Dosimetry) in order to implement benchmark
field calibration work.
Required neutron cross section data generated by AD, PO, and
CD activities for FMIT are reviewed in the next three sections,
respectively. Time and space restrictions permit inclusion of the
needs of only the more relevant dosimetry activities, as enumerated in Table II.
Recommendations are summarized in the last·
section for the high energy neutron cross section data ne~ds of
FMIT dosimetry.

ACTIVE DOSIMETRY
Active dosimetry plans for FMIT have been separated into six
distinct activities (see Table II ). Those activities impacting
most on nuclear data req~irements and singled out for emphasis
here are Active Radiography (AD-1 ), Differential Dosimetry (AD-2),
Integral Dosimetry (AD-3), and the Lithium Flow Dosimetry Station
(AD-4).
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Active Radiography
Active two dimensional (20) neutron radiography is planned
for the 0° dosimetry station. The 0° port will contain a pinhole
collimator to produce a very narrow neutron leakage beam. The
general layout of this 0° port is shown in Figure 2 and a more
detailed view of a typical pinhole collimator can be found in
Figure 3.
The equipment vauit and access plugs shown in
Figure 2 provide necessary space for the 20 position sensitive
detector and accessories. Active differential dosimetry can be
simultaneously conducted in the 0° dosimetry station, as
described below.
The active radiography systems provide the potential for
extremely important on-line FMIT dosimetry information, such as:
(1)

A slow response to permit feedback for determining
flux time history information and integrated fluence
for most test assembly irradiations.

(2)

A moderately fast response (1-2 seconds) to permit
feedback for operator control of focusing and beam
spot position, if required.
·

{3)

A very fast time response to also permit the generation
of signals for an interlock control system which could
protect both the target and accelerator, if required.

It has already been emphasized in the introduction that the
intensity distr.ibution of the source term plays a·crucial role in
c~lculations of neutron flux-fluence-spectra thrd~ghout the te~t ··
cell.
.
·
Spatial resolution of active neutron-imaging systems is
determined largely by the distance traveled or range of the
nuclear reaction products used to infer the detection of a neutron. Nearly all active position-sensitive detectors for
radiation are gas-filled ionization detectors. Quite high gas
pressure is required to ~chieve position resolution in a neutron
detector approaching one millimeter. Recently, a one dimensional
proportional counter neutron detector with a spatial resolution
in the 1-2 mm range has been developed.[l8]
The existing 1-0 position-sensitive detector could be suitably adapted for the FMIT environment by filling the tube with
neon gas at modest pressure. The .intent waul d be to detect the
energy from Ne recoils, but to make the gas filling low enough
so that alpha particles, protons, etc. from the walls could be
biased out. In this manner, temporal and spatially dependent data
could be generated for FMIT dosimetry characterization. Such a
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system may also be _sufficiently sensitive to detect abnormal FMIT
beam behavior for the purpose of short response accelerator shut~
down. Based on the experience and successful ·use of this 1-D ·
detection system, a 2-D proportional counter system for FMIT
application is already under development.[l9-20]
·
The use of a 20 proportional counter using high pressure neon
requires accurate knowledge of the Ne(n,n') cross section for both
elastic and inelastic processes. Presumably, enriched 20 Ne would
be used in the filling gas. Of secondary importance would be
knowledge of data for high energy neutron reactions in other
possible constituents of the filling gas (C, 0, Xe) as well as
constituents of the counter walls (e.g., Fe).
The use of 3He is limited due to interference of the 3He
(n,n•) 3He recoils with the primary reaction products from the
3He{n,p) 3H reaction at ener~ies above about 2.3 MeV. The use
of recoils in high pressure He is also precluded by the long
range of the 4 He recoils which in turn will limit spatial resolution. Similarly, operational experience may dictate the use of
a heavier noble gas other than Ne (such as Ar or Kr) to improve
the spatial resolution. In such an event, knowledge of the {n,n•)
cross section and angular distribution data for these heavier
noble gases becomes necessary.
Differential Dosimetry
Neutron energy differential dosimetry is planned for the 0°
port using various configurations of ex-test cell detectors with
signal output related to incident neutron energy. The energy
spectrum of neutrons passing through the 0° collimator would be
measured in near real time. Even though the 0° collimator would
be configured primarily for 0° radiography (spatial distribution
measurements), it would be adequate for active differential spectrometry without modification.
·
The specific detector system(s) to be employed for active
differential dosimetry have not as yet been selected. Indeed,
such systems can be expected to change over the life of the
facility. The goal parameters of the spectrometer system are
summarized as:
dynamic range: sub-MeV to 40 MeV
energy resolution: <10%
efficiency: >lo-s
background sensitivity (to gamma radiation):
operation in 1-10 R/hr fields
lifetime > 9 months
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Several candidate systems are under consideration.
·
clude:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

They in-

3He (n,p) 3H gas proportional counters
lH and 4 He recoil proportional counters
Organic scintillators
{n,p) magnetic spectrometer
6Li (n,a) 3H coincident spectrometer
(n,p) thin radiator telescope[21]
Two-detector, short path time-of-flight[22]

The relative advantages and disadvantages of each of these systems are summarized in Table III.
Although 3He gas proportional counters can.make unambiguous
use of the jHe (n,p) 3H reaction only up to about 2.3 MeV, sufficient knowledge of reaction cross sections for this and other
energetically possible reactions as well as knowledge of 3He
(n,n') cross sections can extend the usefulness of this technique
to somewhat higher energies. Similarly, 6Li (n,a) 3H coincident
spectrometers would be limited by competing reactions unless
adequate data are available at higher energies. At higher
energies such as those expected for FMIT, the 3He (n,p) and Li
(n,a) reactions decrease rapidly, enhancing the importance of
knowing the cross sections for competing ch~rged particle
emitting reactions. A summary of expected cross section needs
for FMIT differential dosimetry is contained in Table IV.
Many candidate leakage neutron-spectrometers are based on
(n,p) scattering in hydrogen by incorporating a hydrogenous radiator foil in the leakage beam. The thickness of such radiator
foils is dictated by a trade-off between efficiency and ener·gy
resolution. In addition to hydrogen, such radiator foils
invariably contain carbon and often contain oxygen. Conse.quent1y
the 12C(n,p) and 16Q(n,p) reactions can produce background in such
spectrometry systems. Proper correction of these background contributions requires a knowledge .of the 12C(n,p) and 16Q(n,p) cross
sections over the entire energy domain of the spectrometer system.
Similar concerns have already been noted for high energy neutron
spectrometry with nuclear research emulsions.[23] These needs
are briefly touched upon in the .Passive Dosimetry section.
Integral Dosimetry
In-cell dosimetry assemblies are planned that incorporate
active integral detectors to provide time-dependent neutron intensity as well as flue~ce data duri~g test irradiations. In
addition, neutron and gamma heating will be measured with calorimeters.
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Detectors considered for active integral dosimetry include
the following:
(l)

Long Counters- In a long counter[24], a detector
sensitive to thermal neutrons is surrounded by sufficient moderator to thermalize the fast neutrons. Long
counters have been used as reliable active integral
monitors for many years; however, they have not usually
been employed where the neutron energy is greater than
14 MeV. Typically, the neutron detectors have been BF 3
and 3He proportional counters.[25] The FMIT environment with its high gamma fluxe.s and high energy neutrons
may necessitate some variation in moderator design or
some alternate detector such as a fission chamber. Such
design parameters can be resolved in benchmark field
tests.
·
(2) Fission Chambers - These are ionization chambers coated
internally with 235U or 238U. 235U coated chambers are
primarily sensitive to low energy neutrons while 238U
chambers are more sensitive to fast neutrons. Fission
chambers have high efficiency, fast response time and
by using 235U and 238U chambers together, some degree
of spectral information can be obtained. The need for
gamma compensation and the effect of charged particles
produced in the chamber walls by high energy neutrons
will be determined·by benchmark field testing.
(3) Self-Powered Neutron 'oetectors - In a self-powered neutron detector, charged particles produced when a neutron
interacts with the emitter, are collected· to produce a
current proportional to the rate of neutron absorption.
Self-powered neutron detectors are very small in size,
simple to operate and, by use of various emitter
materials, provide some degree of spectral information.
Although the small size of the detector causes the
efficiency to be low, they are a viable candidate for
test assembly Steering detectors. As Steeringu
detectors they would be mounted in pairs, one to either
side and one above and below the test assembly. Their
response can therefore be used to Steer the test
assembly so as to attain maximum exposure fluence over
an irradiation cycle. The experimental test assembly
would be moved to maintain a constant ratio of the
detector pair signal difference to the detector pair
signal sum. This technique normalizes the detector output variations for changes in detector sensitivity,
energy spectrum, and intensity to give a first order
output of position.
11

11

11

11
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The use of these integral detector systems impacts on data
needs primarily in the area of fission cross sections. A minimum requirement is that the total fission cross sections for
235U(n,f) and 238U(n,f) be known over the entire ran~e of FMIT
neutron energies. Other fission reactions, such as 32Th(n,f)
and possibly higher threshold fission reactions such as226Ra{n,f)
could .also prove useful. The usefulness of high threshold {n,f)
reactions is discussed further in the section on Passive Dosimetry.
Lithium Flow Dosimetry Station
A lithium flow dosimetry station is being considered for FMIT
tb...at utilizes either high res.olution Ge detectors or high effiCiency
Nai scintillators to measure radioactivants in the flowing
lithium. The role of this lithium flow station is significant
for FMIT dosimetry in that it provides:
(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

Time history information on the total neutron yield.
Source neutron spectrum stability information.
Li target impurity information.
Li flow stability information.

At the Li-flow dosimetry station, as shown in Figure 4, gamma
detectors view the lithium transport pipe through appropriate
gamma-ray call imators at selected distances downstream of the
target. The need for two spaced collimators is dictated by the
complexity of the FMIT system. The intensity attained by a
particular radioactivant depends principally upon several factors,
namely:
·
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Total neutron yield
Lithium impurities
Lithium flow rate
Deuteron beam characteristics*

Since different radioactivants can be selected for specific purposes by the on-line analysis of gamma~ray spectral data, this
system possesses considerable power and versatility. The fundamental utility of the Li flow station for FMIT dosimetry will be
illustrated using some typical radioactivants. However, an
exhaustive study of this system has not as yet been performed,
including Li flow chara~teristics downstream from the.target.

*In particular, absolute beam intensity and beam energy distribution are the most pertinent characteristics .
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Consequently, the examples presented here cannot be rigorously
defended, but rather serve as only illustrations of overall
system capability.
A. 8Li Activity- The direct interaction of the FMIT deu-.
teron beam in the flowing liquid lithium target will produce
0.844 sec 8Li activity. This nuclide possesses an exceptionally
strong s- decay, Emax ~ 13 MeV. Hence through high energy bremstrahling production, it is a suitable candidate for time-history
total neutron yield monitoring. The upper end of observed gamma
spectra say Ey ~10 MeV, can be used to isolate the 8Li activity
with improved signal-to-background-ratio.
Corrections due to varfable lithium flow rate can be readily
performed, since such corrections depend only on the response
ratio of the two detectors. The 0.844 sec half-life of the 8Li
decay is almost ideal for two coilimators spaced approximately
one meter apart. The upper collimator should obviously be located as close as possible to the external face of the test cell
floor, as indicated in Figure 4.
Actually the ratio of these
responses supplies the lithium flow rate in terms of the known
8Li half-life. This observed flow rate can then be used as a
normalization factor for the time-history total neutron yield
data. As opposed to monitoring from the fixed in-cell dosimetry
assemblies as previously described, this method is essentially
independent of beam location and effectively integrates over the
entire 4n solid angle subtended by the source.
B. 16N Activity - The interaction of the FMIT neutron source
with oxygen impurity in the lithium will produce 7.13 sec- 16N
activity through the 1 6 0(n,p) reaction. This nuclide has an extremely energetics- decay, Em 9 x ~ 10.4 MeV, and possesses very
energetic gammas Qt 6.13 MeV (100%) and 7.11 MeV (7%). The 16N
activity observed at either collimator will obviously depend upon
fa~tors (a~-(d), above.
Factors (a) and (c) can be accounted for
us1ng the Ll data as described above. In order to ascertain
factors (b) and (d), one can measure activities that arise from
alternative reactions in the oxygen impu~ity.
The (n,2nl and {n,Jn) reactions on 16 0 produce 122 sec - Iso
and 70.6 sec 1 0, respectively. Both these nuclides possess s+
decay, with Emax = 1.72 and 1.81 MeV, respectively. However,
15 0 does not possess any characteristic gamma transitions whereas
14 0 has an intense gamma at 2.31 MeV (99%).
The thresholds of
these three reactions on 16 0, namely (n,p), (n,2n) and (n,3n) are
approximately 11 MeV, 18 MeV, and 29 MeV, respectively. Hence
observation of the relative intensities of 14 0 to 16 N at either
or both gamma-ray collimators would provide information on the
spectral stability of the source, independ~nt of long-term
fluctuations in oxygen impurity.
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In order to determine absolute oxygen impurities, the absolute efficiency of the gamma detectors must be measured and cross
sections for the above mentioned reactions must be known. It
would be· preferable to measure this efficiency over the entire
gamma energy region of applicability to FMIT, ~o.l-13 MeV. A
simple alternative for oxygen impurity observations would be to
spike the lithium with a known addition of 16Q and observe the
increases in 1 4 0 and 16N activities.
In many cases, only relative counts are required between the
two detectors, coupled with accurate knowledge of the half-life.
However, to determine flow characteristics and relative source
intensity, a minimum requirement for absolute source characterization is to know the production cross sections for all
energetically possible reactions of deuterons on lithium that will
result in detectable activation products. The half lives of the
products of these ·reactions, which are summarized in Table v
must also be known.
PASSIVE DOSIMETRY
Passive dosimetry plans for FMIT have been separated into
three distinct activities (See Table II). The complexity of FMIT
characterization. as described in the introduction mak~s extensive use of in-situ passive neutron dosimetry essential. The
adaptation and extension of currently used multiple foil techniques for this environment are important efforts because of the
need to determine neutron flux-fluence-spectra over a very large
region. The specific need, however, will depend on the application; i.e., iQterpretation of dosimetry results, calculation of
damage exposure values and units, and facility operation. Passive
dosimetry will be used both in short term exposures, such as with
individual foil benchmark field calibrations associated with the
rabbit tube system, and long term test assembly exposures lasting
from weeks to months to years.
Multiple Foil

Flux-Fluence~Spectra

Determination

The multiple foil dosimetry technique utilizes a group of
reactions which selectively sample neutrons of different energies.
A well chosen set will provide data sensitive to the neutron fluxfluence-spectrum over the entire energy range of interest. In the
case of FMIT the energy range extends from thermal to 40-50 MeV.
The measured reactions or reaction rates are then used, together
with a calculation or best estimate of the neutron spectrum (see
the Section on Calculational Dosimetry), to determine a solution
that is self-consistent with the available data.
The energy range over which a given reaction possesses a
neutron response is one of the more important characteristics used
in the selection of multiple foil' dosimetry sets.
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If we define Ef using the equation
f

E

ff ~(E) a(E)dE,

=_ l

(1 )

a ~tot J~0

where f is the fraction of energy sensitivity, below Ef for a
given reaction,
~tot

is the total flux, and

cr - l
- ~tot

1"" a(E) ~(E)dE,
o

( 2)

then we can calculate E in as the energy above which 95% of the
sensitivity lies (f=.05~, Emid as the median sensitivity (f=.50),
and Emax as the upper energy for 95% of the sensitivity (f=.95).
In order to carry out these calculations, the cross sections and
fluxes must be known within reasonable accuracies over the
entire energy range of importance.
A limited number of high energy neutron induced reaction
cross sections have been experimentally measured in recent
years.[5-9, 26-30] Some have been reported at this conference[31].
The cross sections used in the following study are from Greenwood. [26] Improved integral and differential cross section
measurement results will be used, along with better calculated
cross sections, as they become available. Extension of ENDF/8-V
data to a higher energy range (up to about 50 MeV) is presently
required for FMIT applications.
·
.
The neutron flux spectrum has been calculated using Monte
Carlo programs [32-34] for various positions within the FMIT test
cell, both with and ~ithout si~ulated test modules in:·place.
In spectral regions of relatively low flux the errors in these
calculations are large. This problem is particularly important
for the low flux test positions in the rear. of a loaded test cell
where significant amounts of flux are below 1 KeV.
Sensitivity calculations have been carried out using
Equations (1) and (2) with cross sections and neutron spectra
taken from the referenced sources. The results are presented in
Table VI for sensitivity limits in the. neutron spectrum at the
position closest to the front of the forward Horizontal Test
Assembly (HTA), which is Monte Carlo Zone 1. This table
also includes the reaction product half-lives which are discussed
below.
Table VII gives characteristics.of the total flux and neutron
spectra at various positions calculated for a partially loaded
test cell. As described ·in Table VII, Zone 1 is at front and center, Zone 5 is slightlY above the beam spot (FWHM lx3 em), Zone 51 is
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at the rear of the second HTA, and Zone 108 is at the rear of the
test cell with a substantial amount of material (assumed to be
stainless steel) between it and the lithium target. Spectral
averaged cross sections for these four locations are given in
Table VIII.
Some examples of plots of sensitivity vs. energy are shown
in Figure 5. These examples are only for the neutron spectrum
in Zone 1~ sensitivity plots at the rear of the test space in
the cell are not presented due to the uncertainties noted above.
However, it is expected that the dosimetry techniques which have
been developed by Greenwood et al.[S-8] for MFR programs and
others for LWR and FBR applications[ll-17] will be sufficient,
for the most part, to characterize the flux-fluence-spectrum at
such positions.
.
For similar reasons, one should be cauti~us of several of the
(n,y) reactions which seem to show sensitivity limits of 20 MeV or
so. The cross sections for (n,y) reactions on 23Na, 4Ssc, 59Co,
63Cu, and especially saFe show substantial excitation of the giant
dipole resonance at about 20 MeV; however, the flux averaged cross
sections are ·relatively 1ow. Thus, any thermal component could very
likely overshadow this effect.
The goal of FMIT dosimetry is to provide the experimenter with
accurate neutron flux-fluence-spectra at all positions in the test
cell. Passive radiometric monitors (RM), solid state track recorders (SSTR), and helium accumulation fluence monitors (HAFM)
will be used to provide measured integral reaction and reaction
rate input data for SAND[35-37], STAYSL[38], FERRET[39] or other
codes to determine absolute values of flux-fluence-spectra. Since
these adjustment codes do not yield unique results, and to paraphrase a recent review by D. L. Smith[9], "it is reasonable to
ask how one can deduce from in-situ passive dosimetry the most
likely spectrum representation and estimate its uncertainty from
available integral data and evaluated differential dosimetry cross
sections". Perey[38] and Schmittroth[39] addressed this problem
and developed least squares procedures which answer this question
in a rigorous manner. A variation of the FERRET least squares
approach has been used for eerforming evaluations of iron dosimetry cross section data.[40J
The least squares approach uses matrix alegbra techniques
and covariance matrices must be provided for the trial spectrum,
for the differential cross sections, and for the integral reaction
rates. To again paraphrase D. L. Smith for flux-fluence-spectra
determination, "this requirement is both a source of strength and
of weakness in this approach. The strength lies in the fact that
all uncertainties in the unfolding procedure are considered and
th~ unfolded spectrum is the best estimate (in the least-squares
sense) which the available information can provide. The weakness
is that it is very difficult to provide realistic covariance
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matrix elements (especially off diagonal elements representing
·cross correlation effects). Use of inadequate matrix elements
can thwart the process and lead to unreasonable results. It is
generally accepted that this formalism is the logical way to
proceed, at least, for the long run. Steps are being taken to
implement it (e.g. inclusion of covariance matrices in ENDF/B-V).
Experience gained over the next few years should establish whether
it is a practical approach for routine dosimetry. In the meantime, it is likely that many other methods will continue to be
used.
The adjusted flux-fluence-spectra which such codes produce
have uncertainties and errors from several sources: measured
RM,SSTR, arid HAFM total reactions or reaction rates, cross
sections, and the non-uniqueness associated with solving a set
of reaction (or reaction rate) equations. Goal accuracies for
neutron fluence-spectra have been established in support of FMIT
design activities and are listed in Table IX.
In order to meet these goal fluence accuracies, c~oss sections
must be known to an accuracy approximately as good as the best
goal accuracy for fluence determination at energies at which they
have a significant sensitivity. Required accuracies and priorities
have been called out in Table VI. It should be noted that these
requirements basically refer to relative accuracies; suitable
integral measurements in high intensity benchmark fields·, together
with validation of calculational techniques, can provide therequired absolute and relative correlations necessary for FMIT dosimetry and materials damage studies.
Using ENDF/B-V, an ENDF/A adjusted dosimetry cross section
file will be established for RM, SSTR, and HAFM sensors for FMIT
Passive Dosimetry. The procedures that will be used for adjustment are discussed elsewhere,[ll-15] and it is anticipated that
codes such as SAND II, FERRET, and STAYSL will be used for making
the adjustments and developing a consistent uncertainty and error*
file together with the basic energy dependent cross section file.
11

·

Passive Reaction and Reaction Rate Measurements
Passive reaction and reaction rate measurements can be made
using several techniques which will be described below. These
·measurements depend on locating monitors at positions in the
neutron field, removing the monitor after the irradiation~ sectioning the monitor as required, and measuring the number of
reactions that occured.
*Uncertainty in the sense treated here is a scientific characterization of the reliability of a measurement result and its statement is the necessary premise for using these results for applied
investigations claiming high or at least stated accuracy. The term
error will be reserved to denote a known deviation of the result
from the quantity to be measured. Errors are usually taken into
account by corrections.[41]
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Techniques that can be applied include radiome~ric, solid
state track recorders, and helium accumulation fluence monitors.
These techniques possess complementary capabilities and selection
criteria for a particular application include:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Sensitivity
Time response
Energy response
Spatial resolution
Absolute accuracy and precision

The sensitivity is of particular importance for short (or
low fluence) irradiations where detection of reactions may be
difficult. These measurements can be made using short half-life
reaction products or SSTR. For longer irradiations, sensitivity
is not usually a problem but long half-life or stable products
must be used to provide a good integration over the exposure.
SSTR are particularly valuable for measurement of long, lowfluence exposures, while HAFM will be valuable for high-fluence.
To determine neutron flux- or fluence-spectra, it is necessary to use several reactions to measure neutrons of various
energies. In contrast to fission reactors where a few (as little
as two or three) reactions can, in some cases, provide a reasonable response that provides broad range adjustments of the fluxspectrum, the rapidly changing spectrum in FMIT and the need to.
attain higher spatial resolution will necessitate using a larger
number of reactions.
Radiometric Techniques
Measurements of reactions using radiometric techniques
depend on production of an unstable product that decays with a
convenient half life. Short half-lives are useful to obtain
high sensitivity (large number of disintegrations per second) for
shorter irradiations whereas long half-life products provide
better integrations over long exposures. The optimum lifetime
is therefore about the same as the run duration. Table VI lists
half-lives for a number of candidate reactions. From this list,
foil sets can be selected to provide complete neutron energy
coverage (as depicted in Figure 5).
It has been noted above that there is a paucity of very high
energy cross section data, especially at short and long half-lives.
Bayhurst, et al ,[27] and Vesser, et al ,[28] present cross section
data up to 28 MeV and 24 MeV·for several (n,xn) reactions leading
to products with relatively long half-lives (Table X). However,
these cross sections need to be extended to still higher energies.
Two reactions which might be useful for very long term (service
life of FMIT) exposures would be l59Tb (n,2n) lS~Tb and l09Ag
(n,2n) lOBmAg.
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The test cell dosimetry systems fdr FMIT will include provision
for a rabbit system for rapid transfer of monitors from referenced
(benchmark field) irradiation positions to a service cell and
in- and ex-service cell counting systems. A few of the possible
candidates for investigating high energy neutron fluxes at short
half-lives are shown in Table X.
It has been stated that there will be considerable damage to
the magnets in a MFE power plant resulting from long term exposures 9f energies between 0.1 and 1 MeV.[42] For this region,
boron sh1elded RM, SSTR, HAFM, and inelastic scattering reactions
leading to isomeric states would be very u~eful. Reactions
of tnis type are characterized by a rather low threshold energy.
A candidate reaction used in fission reactors is 93Nb(n,n')93mNb.
93mNb has a half-life of 13.6 years and a threshold energy
of 30 KeV. Many other reactions of this type exist with varying
threshold energies. Some of these are listed in Table X. It will
be noted that many of these have ver.y short ha 1f-1 ives and thus
are good candidates for use with the previously mentioned rabbit
system. During FMIT irradiation cycles; the rabbit tube will
usually be used in the rear of the test cell where the neutron
spectrum will be substantially moderated by the forward test
assemblies as well as wall return neutrons. It is just such a
spectrum as this where neutrons of lower energies can be very
important in producing damage to magnets and structural components.
Solid State Track Recorders
Solid State Track Recorder (SSTR) dosimeters consist of an
appropriate dielectric material such as mica or quartz crystal
placed in firm contact with a deposit of fissionable material as
shown in Figure 6. In the case of SSTR dosimeters, the total
fission cross section is the quantity of interest. In addition
to cross section data for conventionally used thermal and threshold reaction~ such as 235U(n,f), cadium and boron covered
235U(n,f), 237Np(n,f), 238U(n,f), and 232Th(n,f), cross section
data for higher threshold fission reactions will undoubtedly be
of value in the FMIT spectrum.
226Ra with an approximate fission threshold of about 3 MeV is
a good candidate for further and more accurate cross section
measurements. The available data for neutron induced fission of
nuclides lighter than 226Ra is sparse .. Fission barrier systematics[43] indicate that 209Po(l09y) and 210Po(l38d) have fission
thresholds of 13 MeV and 15 MeV, respectively. The half-lives of
these target nuclides limits their use to all but the highest
fluence applications. Table XI contains fission threshold data
for a number of convenient target nuclides. These fission thresholds were estimated by using mass data and zz;A trends in the
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height of the fission barrfer. Although the use of these threshold reactions will be limited by anticipated low cross sections
and concomitant problems from contamination of dosimeters with
more fissionable naturally occurring nuclide~ such as 232Th and
isotopes of uranium, data on any or all of these reactions would
undoubtedly be of value.
Helium Accumulation Fluence Monitors
Although HAFM have only been used to a limited extent in
fission reactors, increased applicability has been forecasted for
high energy neutron fields. Applications have already been made
and measurements in a Be{d,n) neutron field are reported at this
conference.[44]
Application of the HAFM technique involves measurement of
total helium produced in a sample. In contrast to helium production cross sections in fission spectra, cross sections in FMIT
will be nearly the same in magnitude. This· simplifies the need
to have such high purity materials (expecially low in boron) but
limits the use of capsules for helium containment since generation
in the capsules may be comparable to the sample. However, bare
wire samples can be used, provided they can be shown to retain
the helium at irradiation temperatures. The outer layers of the
wire, from which helium is lost t~ or implanted fro~ the surroundings must be etched away prior to measurement.
Helium production cross sections are poorly known at high
energies. ·A variety of reactions must be included to determine
the total helium produced, e.g. {n,a), (n,na), (n,2a), etc. Much
of the cross section evaluation in the FMIT energy region will
depend on integral measurements using HAFM.
Flux Contour Mapping
As stated above, the rapid variation of flux and spectrum in
FMIT makes mapping a particular challenge. All of the techniques
discussed above (RM, HAFM, and SSTR) will be used. Reactions will
be selected which are less sensitive to spectral changes for
fluence measurements and reactions of higher efficiency can.be
used to monitor beam variations.
In th~ htghest flux test assembly, volume for materials
testing will be severely limited as will the space for available
dosimetry. Therefore, single dosimeters that can provide multiple
reactions will be particularly valuable. Examples are 19 7 Au(n,y),
(n,p), {n,2n), (n,3n), (n,4n), (n,a) and 59Co(n,a), (n,p), (n,2n),
(n,3n), and (n,4n). Sensitivity plots for the gold reactions are
pre~ented in Figure 7.
Passive flux contour maps of the FMIT neutron source will be
needed for maximizing test assembly exposure fluences. These
passive techniques will complement active dosimetry methods that
have already been described. RM[6] and HAFM[44] have been used to
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provide neutroh intensity contour maps of high energy neutron
sources. SSTR can also be employed to this end. Indeed, these
three passive techniques possess complimentary capabi.l ities for
mapping neutron source intensity contours. In fact, of these·
complimentary attributes perhaps the most important for contour
mapping are those general selection criteria already cited for
passive reaction rate measurements.
While these neutron intensity contour maps are useful, what
is actually needed for FMIT calculational dosimetry is the angular
flux, ~(r,n,E), emitted from the source. In this context, a neutron source intensity contour map represents a complex folding of
this angular flux over the geometry and energy sensitivity of the
particular passive monitor.
An important example of SSTR contour mapping is the use of
isotopes such as 22 6Ra for neutron activation alpha autoradiography. In the FMIT neutron field, the following reactions will
be induced in 226Ra:

a-

226Ra(n,2n)22sRa14~d

225A

a

~

clO.Od

~~~~
226Ra(n,pn)225Fr
The 22 5Ac alpha particles with an energy of 5.83 MeV can be easily
discrim1nated from 226Ra 4.78 MeV a particles by differential
etching of the SSTR or the use of absorbers. Furthermore, the
induced alpha activity becomes greater than the 226Ra alpha activity after about five hours. After exposure to FMIT neutrons, the
foil containing 22 6Ra would· be placed in firm contact with a suitable SSTR (e.g., CR-39 polymer, cellulose nitrate, or makrofol E),
and the spatial distribution of the resultant a-track density can
be related to the source neutron intensity distribution. Usable
track densities can be obtained from the FMIT source in as little
as 30 minutes.
For exposure periods greater than about 10 days, sensitivity
decreases due to the fact that an increasingly larger fraction of
the activity results from times near the end o~ the exposure. For
these cases, the following reaction becomes most useful:
a

233U(n 2n)232U ~
'
72y
t'

This reaction provides the necessary sensitivity for irradiation
periods from days through the total lifetime of FMIT.
Although the use of SSTR is planned to give an autoradiographic image of the neutron source contours, an appropriate
scintillator coupled to a videcon could be used .to give a more
rapid readout from the autoradiography foil for both dosimetry and
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difagnostic purposes. Source movement (due to beam drift) or
serious source anisotropies could be rapidly detected using 22 5Ac
autoradiographs and this information can .then be used for correcting calculational dosimetry codes.· It could also'be supplied to
FMIT operations in order to correct such undesirable effects.
For longer term operation, 233U containing foils could be
placed on all available surfaces of test assemblies to provide
intensity contours for the neutrons that.are entering and leaving
the test assemblies. This information will aid in interpreting
the data obtained from passive in-situ dosimeters that are contained inside the test assemblies.
Absolute neutron flux determinations using 225Ac autoradiography will require accurate knowledge of both the 226Ra(n,2n)
and 226Ra(n,pn) cross sections (a determination of the sum of
these two cross sections will suffice in this case) as well as
accurate knowledge of the half-li~es for a- decay of 225Fr and
225Ra and for a decay of 225Ac. Similarly, the 233U(n,2n) cross
section must be accurately known along with the 232U half-life.
Passive Spectrometry
Passive spectrometry can be carried out using the well known
cross section for neutron scattering from hydrogen. Emulsion
techniques for observations of high energy angular neutron flux
have already been reviewed at the first of these symposia.[23]
Included in that review were emulsion cross section requirements
for charged particle reactions useful in high energy neutron
spectrometry as well as for reactions which produce background
in emulsion observations. To date, the status of these needs have
not changed.
The potential uses of CR-39 polymer SSTR for FMIT passive
dosimetry are discussed in detail in a companion paper at this
conference.[45] In addition to H(n,p) cross section, specific
SSTR applications may make use of other charged particle emitting
reactions such as 6Li(n,a)3H and lOB(n,a)7Li. The need for better
6Li(n,a) and lOB(n,a) cross sections and data for other alpha particle emitting reactions has already been cited for HAFM applications.
CALCULATIONAL DOSIMETRY
Calculational dosimetry plans for FMIT have been separated
into four distinct activities (see Table II). The methods to be
used in calculational dosimetry will be very similar to those used
in the design of FMIT~[46] There are, however, three important
differences:
(1)
(2)
(3)

the need for increased accuracy,
the need to include the spatial distribution of the
source,
the varied contents of the test modules.
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The needs of design, chiefly shielding, are mainly met with
conservative assumptions. In contrast, for calculational dosimetry a 1l assumptions must be as accurate as pass i bl e. Actua 1
deuteron beam distributions and actuaJ sample compositions must
be included. The methods are in place for such calculations;
the main uncertainties lie in nuclear data.
The samples will be very near the neutron source (~0.7 to 10
em) which itself is distributed in space (~1.5 em thick x ~3 em
wide x ~1 em high). Thus thick target yields at one bombarding
energy are not sufficient, rather the neutron spectra for thin
target thicknesses are needed. This need has been met for design
purposes by taking the available thick target measurements
(Ed=l5 to 40 MeV) and fitting classical models to the res~lts.[47]
The accuracy of this procedure awaits thin target measurements ·
and/or·flux measurements near the distributed source.
The last major difference, the need to accur~tely include the
composition of the test modules, is probably the most significant.
Current designs indicate that the volume fractions will be 39% Na,
25% samples, 25% void, ll%K. Since the bulk of the samples will
be iron or nickel based alloys, the neutron transport cross
·
sections for Na, Fe, K, and Ni will be the most important. The
iron cross sections are the best known, having total elastic
cross sections over the main energy range of interest (~1 Mev to
~30 MeV).
The situation is much worse for Na and K where no such
data exists above 20 MeV, and the data above fast breeder reactor
energies is skimpy. Much work is needed for these isotopes as
well as for non-elastic cross sections for all isotopes.
It is
very likely that model calculations[31] verified by a few experiments will form the bulk of the nuclear data base. In particular,
recent descriptions based on preequilibrium angular distribution
will greatly aid this task~[48]
RECOMMENDATIONS
As recommended above, characterization of the neutron field
in FMIT requires dosimetry reaction cross section data at
selected energies in the 1 to 50 MeV range. Data are needed as
soon as possible to improve the accuracy of design calculations
and planning for dosimetry systems and by 1983 to support initial
FMIT operation. Requests for some of these data have already been
tabulated.[49-50] Tables IV, VI, and X present updated information
related to such requests.
To meet various measurement requirements (sensitivity, halflife, etc.) cross section data on a rather large number of reactions
must be developed. In addition, since all the requested cross
section data accuracies will not be attained, redundancy is
required to reciuce the errors in flux-fluence-spectral unfolding.
To maximize the data value, a plan for cross section measurements
should be developed. This plan should include provision for
combining differential measurements with integral reaction rates
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in the best characterized (benchmark) high energy neutron fields
to produce a self-consistent cross section set with well defined
accuracies (covariances). In this way a relatively few wellplanned measurements coupled with calculations could produce
the desired cross section information and accuracies.
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TABLE I
Active and Passive fr.1IT Dosimetry System Stations
CANDIDATE DETECTORS
Active
Oosimetr~ Station
Categor~
PO,AD
Ex-Test Cell Neutron
To Be Determined
. Radiography Station - 180°
AD,PD
Ex-Test Cell Neutron
(a) Charged Particle Telescope
Radiography Station and Differ(b) Associated-Particle TOF System
ential Dosimetry - 0°
(c) Posi.tion Sensitive Proportional
Counter or Spark Counter
.AD
In-Test Cell Active Dosimetry
(a) Long Counters
Assemblies (Fission and/or
(b) Fission Chambers - Current and
Ionization Chamber Sensors)
Pulse .Mode
(c) Neutron and Gamma Ray Calorimeters
(d) Gamma Ionization Chambers
(e) Self-Powered Detectors
In-Test Cell Passive Dosimetry
PO
N/A
Assemblies (Fission and Nonfission Reaction Sensor~:
Radiometric Monitors (RM)
Solid State Track Recorders
(SSTR), and Helium Accumulation Fluence Monitors (HAFM)
Lithium Flow Dosimetry
Ge-Intrinsic
AD
Service Cell Counting Stations
PO
Ge-Intrinsic
(Primarily for Passive Sensors)

Passive
SSTR
SSTR

N/A

RM, SSTR,
HAFM

N/A
RM

TABLE II
FMIT Dosimetry Activities
Dosimetry Activity
Designation a
AD-1
AD-2
AD-3
AD-4
AD-S
AD-6
PO-l
PD-2
PD-3
AD:- 7 and PD-4
CO-l
C0-2
CD-3.
,
CD-4
GND-1
GND-2

Title
Active Radiography
Differential Dosimetry
Integral Dosimetry
Lithium Flow Dosimetry Station
Data Acqu1s1t1on
Neutron and Gamma Heating
Passive Radiography
Test Cell Dosimetry
In-Situ Dosimetry
Benchmark Field Testing
Source Spectrum Calculations
Transport Calculations
Spectral Modification Codes
Sensitivity Studies
Li Target Studies
Dosimetry, Damage Analysis, and Shie.lding .
Cross Sections

aActive Dosimetry (AD), Passive Dosimetry (PO), Calculational
Dosimetry (CD), and General Nuclear Data (GND)~
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TABLE III
Summary of Advantages/Disadvantages of Candidate Active Spectrometer Systems
System
1. 3He(n,p)t proportional

counters
2. Recoil proportional

counters

I
N

3; Organic scintillators
(OS)

\0
I

4. (n,p) magnetic spectro-

meters
5. 6 Li(n,a)t coincident
spectrometer

Advantages
•High efficiency
• I ne xpe ns i ve
•Long histor.y of use
e4He usable to 15 MeV
•Self-contained, small size
•Pulse shape discrimination of
gamma rays
eVery fast
•Pulse shape y discrimination
possible
•Se lf- contained
•High energy spectrometry
( >!>0 ~1eV) straightforward
•lfi gh efficiency
•Good resolution possible
based on well-known hYdrogen
o(n,p)
•Good high energy response
•High Q reactionJ good potential
. for y-ray discrimination
•Geometry adds additional·background suppression

Disadvantages
•Dynamic range:

thermal to

. 1-2 MeV (1 imited by elastic

scatter interference)
eMicrophonic
• 1H limited to energy <3 MeV
•Resolution probably >10-15%
•Requires development work
eVery high voltage bias required
•High gamma ray efficiency

.Large size, increased expense
•Cumbersome design
•Limited to low energy portion
of spectrum due to 10\'1 efficiency as well as lack of knowledge of o and charged particle
angular distribution, and
competing reactions

TABLE III (Cont•d)
iY-stem

I

w
0

·'

,1\dvantages

6. (n,p) thin radiator
telescopes

•Bas ic method we 11 deve 1oped
e5% resolut_ion plausible
•Good high energy response

7. Two-detector TOF

•Would use OS (#3 above)
eWi de dynamic range: 1-500 MeV
with short flight path (<10m)
•Rea 1 tine correction for i ne 1astic scatterin~ in C possible

Disadvantages
•Correction for inelastic C
interactions cumbersome
eDynamic range - resolution
limited by radiator thickness
•Low effi dency
•Resolution poor
•Probably not feasible to put
first detector in beam

TABLE IV
Cross Section Requirements for Differential Dosimetry a
3He (n,p) 3H
3He (n,2p) 2n
3He (n,pn) 2H
3He (n ,n•) 3He
6u (n,a) 3H
6Li (n,n•) 6Li
6Li (n,p) 6He
6u (n,pn} 5He
6Li ( n ,2np) · .4He
6Li (n,2n) \i
6Li (n,an) 2H

TABLE V
Reactions of Deuterons on Lithium \~hich Result in Detectable
Activation Products at the Lithium Flow Dosimetry Stationa
6Li ( d ,n) 7Be
6Li ( d ,2p) 6He

(53. 28d)

7Li ( d ,p) 8u

( 0. 844 sec)

7Li (d,2pn) 6He

(0.805 sec)

\i (d,2n) 7se

(53.28d)

(0.805 sec)·

aDesired reaction cross section accuracy level is 10 percent (la).
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TABLE VI
Reactions for FMIT Passive RM and SSTR Dosimetrya

REACTION
AG107(N2N)AG106M
AL27(N A)NA24
AU197(N2N)AU196
AU197(N3N)AU195
AU197(N4N )AU194
AU197(N G)AU198
C059(N P)FE59
C059(N A)MN56
C059(N 2N)C058
C059 (N 3N) C057
C059(N 4N)C056
C059(N G)C060
CU63(N A)C060
CU63(N G)CU64
CU65(N 2N)CU64
FE (N X)MN54
FE54(N A) CR51
FE56(N P)MN56
FE58(N G) FE59
INllS(N N)IN115M
INllS(N G)IN116
I R191 ( N3N ) I R189
IR191(N2N)IR190
LU175(N G)LU176
MG24(N P)NA24
NA23(N G)NA24
NB93(N 2N)NB92M
NI58(N P)C058
NI 58( N 3N ) NI 56
NI58(N 2N)NI57
NI60(N P)C060
NP237~N G)NP238
NP237 N F) FSPR
PU239(N F)FSPR
SC45(N A)K42
SC45 (N G) SC46
SC45(N 2N)SC44
TA181(N G)TA182
TH232(N F) FSPR
TI (N X)SC47
TI (N X) SC46

PRIORITY /b
ACCURACY ·

1
1
1*

1.
1
1*

1
1

1
1
1
1*
1
1

HALFLIFE

EMIN
(MeV)

8.27 D
15.00 H
6.18 D
183.00 D
1. 65 D
2.70 D
44.60 D.
2.60 H
70.80 D
271.oo·o
78.50 D
5.25 y
5.25 y
12. 70 H
12.70 H
314.00 D
27.70 D
2.60 H
44.60 D
4.50 H
54.20 M
13.10 D
11.80 D
3.69 H
15.00 H
15.00 H
10.20 D
70.80 D
6.10 D
1.53 D
5.25 y
2.12 D

11 .50
8.00
10.00
17.50
26.00
.00
6.00
8.00
12.00

12.40
83.80
2.44
115.00

H
D
0
D

3.43 0
83.80 D
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. 01
7.50
.00
11.50
4.00
7.50
7.00
.70
1.50
.02
17.00
9.50
.00
7.50
.00
10.50
3.50
14.00
6.50
.00
1.25
.70
7.50
.01
13 .. 00

.00
3.00
5.50
6.00

EMID

EMAX
(MeV)

16 ..so
12 ..50
14.00
21.00
31.00
.90
13. so
13.50
16.50
27.00
35.00
l. 75
11.50
1. 75
16.00
10.50
14.00
12.50
16.50
6.00
1.00
21.00
13.50
.25
12.50
5.00
14.50
9.00
29;oo
19.00
11.50
. 35
10.00
9.00
13.50
1.25
17 .so
.60
13.50
19.00
15.00

23.00
19.00
21.00
28.00
39.00
14.50
21.00
21.00
24.00

(r~ev)

18.50
19.00
16.50
22.00
27.00
23.00
20.00
27.00
16.00
4.50
27.00
20.00
5.50
19.50
22.00
21.00
18.50
26.00
20.00
5.00
23.00
23.00
22.00
20.00
25.00
8.50
26.00
29.00
28.00

TABLE VI (Cont'd)
REACTION
TI48(N P)SC48
TL 203 ( N3N) TL20 1
TL203(N2N)TL202
TM169(N3N)TM167
TM169(N2N)TM168
U235 (N F) FSPR
U238(N G)U239
U238(N 2N)U237
U238(N F) FSPR
W186(N G)W187
Y89(N 3N)Y87
Y89(N 2N)Y88
ZR (N.X)ZR89

PRIORITY/
ACCURACYb

1
1
1*
1
1

EMIN.
(MeV)

EMID
(MeV)

EMAX
(MeV)

8.00
18.00
9.SO
17 .so
9.SO
.60
23.SO M
.01
6.7S D
7.00

14.00
22.00
14.SO
21.00
14.00
10.00
.90
10.SO
12.. 00
1.00
28.00
17 .so
18.00

23.00
29.00
21 .00 .
28.00
20.00
24.00
5.00
1S.OO
25.00
16.50
38.00
24.00
26.00

HALFLIFE
1. 83
3.05
12.SO
9.2S
93.1 b

D
D
D
D
D

23.90
3. 3S
107.00
3.26

H
D
D
D

2.25

.01
23.00
13.00
13.SO

aCross section data used are from Greenwood, Reference 7.
bAll required accuracies are 10% (lo) except those high energy
reactions indicated by (*) for which tae required accuraCies are
20%(1o). Those reactions indicated by a (1) should be given the
highest priority. ·
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TABLE VII
Calculated Flux Characteristics at Several Positions in the HliT Test Cella
Zone 1

Zone 5

Zone 51

Zone 108

Distance ·trom Lithium target

0.25cm

0.25cm

l4.5cm

147.0cm

Horizontal distance from beam center

0.30cm

0.30cm

0.5cm

O.Ocm

Vertical distance from beam tenter

0.25cm

1. 75cm

l.Ocm

O.Ocm

1.83xl015

5.70x10 14

3.50xl0 13

1.49x10 12

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.94

.01 MeV

1.00

1.00

0.98

0.87

.1 MeV

0.99

0.99

0.84

0.60

1.0 MeV

0.91

0.84

0.67

0.10

3.0 MeV

0. 75

0.60

0.46

0.017

10.0 MeV

0.40·

0.23

0.096

20.0 MeV

0.083

0.02~

30.0 f4eV

0.006

0.009

Tot a1 flux (n Jcm 2 -sec)
I

w

.p.
I

Relative flux greater than 0.001 MeV

aRefe renee 32.
I

'

TABLE•VIII
Flux-Averaged Cross Sections at Several Positions
in the FMIT Test Cella
SIG AVG(B}
ZONE 5
ZONE 51
ZONE 108
REACTION
ZONE 1
AG107(N2N)AG106M
AL27(N A)NA24
AU197(N2N)AU196
AU197(N3N)AU195
AU197(N4N)AU194
AU197(N G)AU198
C059(N P)FE59
C059(N A)MN56
C059(N 2N)C058
C059 (N 3N) COS 7
C059(N 4N) C056
C059(N G)C060
CU63(N A)C060
CU63(N G)CU64
CU65(N 2N)CU64
FE (N X)MN54
FE54(N A)CR51
FE56(N P)MN56
FE58(N G) FE59
IN115(N N) IN 115M
IN115(N G)IN116
IR191(N3N)IR189
IR191(N2N)IR190
LU175(N G)LU176
MG24(N P)NA24
NA23(N G)NA24
N893(N 2N)NB92M
NI58(N P) C058
NI 58 ( N 3N ) NI 56
NI58(N 2N)NI57
NI60(N P)C060
NP237(N G)NP238
NP237(N F) FSPR
PU239(N' F) FSPR
SC45(N A)K42
SC45(N G)SC46
SC45 ( N 2N) SC44
TA18l(N G)TA182
TH232(N F) FSPR
TI (N X)SC47
TI (N X)SC46
TI48(N P)SC48
TL203(N3N)TL201

. 1836
.. 0416
.. 6358
. 1884
. 0141
.0371
.0237
.0092
. 2113

.0906
.0286
.3926
.0498
.0185
. 0571
.0158
o0061
01023

.2327
.0417
o7236
o2389
.0137
.0615
.0244
.0097
.2686

.0018
.0003
.0051
.0020
o0002
.5547
o0003
o0001
o0021

.0033
.0145
.0062
.2762
. 3795
.0354
.0386
.0048
. 1815
.0474
. 1882
.5974
.0344
.0720
.0003
.1467
.3333

.0045
o0l04
.0085
. 1408
. 2891
.0225
.0263
.0030
.1950
.0767
.0491
.3836
.0605
.0494
.0003
.0847
.2892

.0046
01365
.0090
. 3500
.3365
.0379
.0385
.0060
. 1381
.0691
.2411
.6579
.0716
.0714
.0004
.1734
.2582

.0213
.0001
.0696
.0027
.0075
.0003
.0003
.0044
.0212
.3868
.0020
.0047
.9226
.0006
.0046
.0012
.0088

.0178
.0602
.0652
1. 9854
2 1353
.0155
. 0031
.0376
.0413
.2737
.2679
.2006
.0212
.1703

.0067
.0434
. 1134
1. 7300
2.0010
.0100
.0043
.0167
.0684
. 1926
.1402
. 1230
. 0130
.0470

.0236
.0552
. 1275
1. 9300
2.1430
.0166
.0047
.0495
.0743
.2743
.3098
.2084
.0232
.2103

.0002
.0006
1.3480
.3122
1. 7570
.0002
.0300
.0004
. 7131
.0088
.0042
.0023
.0002
.0017

0
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'TABLE VIII(Cont• d)

REACTION

ZONE 1

SIG AVG{B}
ZONE 5
ZONE 51

ZONE- 108

TL203(N2N)TL202
TM169(N3N)TM167
TM169(N2N)TM168
U235(N F) FSPR
U238(N G) U239
U238(N2N) U237
U238(N F) FSPR
Wl86(N G)Wl87
Y89(N 3N)Y87
Y89 ( N 2N ) Y88
ZR (N X)ZR89

.6664
. 1716
.6160
1. 6723
.0263
.4474
.8419
.0149
.0162
.2883
.2695

.4066
.0488
.3848
1 ..4970
.0434
. 3533
.6414
.0228
.0151
. 1248
. 1136

.0056
.0019
.0051
1. 8210
.2973
.0039
.0364
. 1776
.0002
.0031
.0030

.7622
.2179
.6960
1. 7350
.0419
.3545
.. 8179
.0235
.0174
.3781
.3544

aThe position.and flux characteristics are given ·in Table VII.
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.TABLE IX
FMIT Dosimetry Goal Accuracy Requ.irements
Neutron
Energy
Range
{MeV}
0-3
3-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
30-50

Estimated Percent
Contribution to
Displacements for
35 MeV Deater.onsa
5
5
15
25
25
15
5
5

aBased on Copper.
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Broad Group
Fl uence
Accuracies %
{~}

.

30-60
20-40
10-20
10-20
10-20
10-20
20-40
40-80

TABLE X
Additional Reactions Required for FMIT RM andH.AFM Dosimetry

Radiometric (n,x)

I

w
(X)
I

Na23 (n,2n) Na22
Fe 54 (n,t) Mn52
Mn55 (n,2n) Mn54
Y89 (n,p) Sr89
Zr90 (n,p) Y90
Zr90 (n ,3n) Zr88
Rhl03 (n,2n) Rhl02
Rhl03 (n,3n) RhlOl
Ag107 (n,3n) Ag105
Ag109 (n,2n) Ag108
Eu151 (n,3n) Eu149
Eu151 (n,4n) Eu148
Tb159 (n,2n) Tbl58
. Tml69 (n,4n).Tm166
Tml69 (n,5n) Tm165
Lu175 (n;2n) Lu174
Lu175 . ( n, 3n) Lu173
Lu175 (n,4n) Lu172
Ta181 (n,2n) Tal80
Ta181 (n,3n) Ta179
Irl91 (n,4n) Ir188
Irl93 (n,2n) Irl92
T1203 (n,4n) T1200
Bi209 (n,2n) Bi208
Bi209 (n,3n) Bi207

Priority&d
Accuracy ·
1
1
1

1
1
1

Observed
Threshold
Energy (MeV)

Maximum
Measured
Energy (MeV)

12

15a

23
10
18

28c
24b
24b

15
25

28c
28c

26

28c

8
15
25
8
15
25
8
26
8
16

28b,c
28b,c
28c
24b
24b
28cc·.
28
28c
b
24b.
24

1
*
1*
1
*
*
*

Halfl ife
-StateGround ·Metastable
2.6Y
5.60
3120
50.50
3.2H
83.40
2070
3Y
410
2.4M
930
540
150Y
7.7H
30H
3.3Y
1.4Y
6. 70
Stable
1.8Y
41.4H
74.20
7.4H
3.. 7xl0 5 Y
38V

21M
64H
3Y
4.50
7M
130Y
lOS
1420
37M
8.1H
241Y

TABLE X (Cont'd)

Radiometric ( n ,n • )
Br79
Y89
Nb93
Rhl03
Ag107
Agl09
Aul97
I

w

\.0

Priority &d
Accuracy

1
1

Observed·
Threshold
Energy (MeV)

Maximum
Measured
Energy (MeV)

Halflife
-StateGround Metastable
4.9S
15.7S
13.6Y
56M
44S
40S
7.8S

.21
.91
.030
.040
.093
.088
.41

HAFM (Total He 1i urn)

I

Li6
BlO
Al
Fe
Ni
Cu
Au

1
1

0
0
6
5
3
5
13

15a
15a
15a
l5a
15a
15a
15a

(Stable-HAFM)

aFrom ENDF/B-V.
bFrom Veeser, et a 1. , Reference 28.
cFrom Bayhurst, et al., Reference 27.
dAll required accuracies are 10% (la) except those high energy reactions indicated with {*) for which
the required accuracies are 20% (lo). Those reactions indicated by a (1) should be given the highest
priority.

TABLE XI
Calculated Neutron-Induced Fissi·on Thresholds for
Selected Nuclides for SSTR Dosimetrya
Target
Nuclide

Fissioning
Nuclide

Fission
Barrier
{MeV}

Z09Bi

z1oB;

26

4.36

22

ZOSTl

Z06Tl

22

6.43

16

Z03Tl

ZO'+Tl

21

6.57

14

197Au

198Au

23

6.30

17

193Ir

19'+Ir

25

6.10

19

191 Ir

· 19Zir

24.5

6. 14

18

181Ta

18ZTa

29

5.98

23

169Tm

170Tm

33.6

9.76

24

Threshold
Neutron Binding Ener·gy
Energ,x: {MeVl
· · ···~MeV}

aThe fission thresholds 1i sted represent theoreti ca 1 estimates ·
only. Cross section measurements on as many of the listed threshold reactions as possible are desirable to cover the FMIT .energy
range. Cross sections for those reactions found to have thresholds less than 20 MeV should be measured to an·accuracy of about
±10% whereas those with thresholds higher than 20 MeV should be
measured to an accuracy of ±20%.
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Figure 1:

Relationships Amongst FMIT Dosimetry Program Elements.

Figure 2:

S~de View of.the 0° Dosimetry Station Showing the Neutron
P1n~o~e .. Coll1mator and Access for Radiography/Spectrometry

Act1v1t1es.

.

Figure 3:

Detailed View of the Pinhole Neutron Collimator.

Figure 4:

Lithium Flow Dosimetry Station (E) with Collimator Plugs {F).

Figure 5:

Plots of Sensitivity as a Function of Neutron Energy For A
Candidate Set of Reactions with Long Half Lives Using ~he
Flux Calculated for Zone 1 of Table VII. ·The Arrows Indicate
Sensitivity Limits of 5%, 50%, and 95%. Sensitivity Plots are
Normalized to a Maximum of Unity.

Figure 6:

Typical Geometrical Configuration Used for SSTR Neutron Dosimetry
[Dimensions can be scaled depending upon application.]

Figure 7:

Plots of Sensitivity as a Function of Neutron Energy for Gold
Foil Reactions Using the Flux Calculated for Zone 1 of
Table VII. The Arrows Indicate Sensitivity Limits of 5%,
50%, and 95%. Sensitivity Plots are normalized to a Maximum.
of Unity.
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Figure 1. Relationships Amongst FMIT
Dosimetry Program Elements.
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Neutron Collimator.
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Figure 5. Plots of Sensitivity as a Function
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Reactions with Long Half-Lives Using the Flux
Calculated for Zone 1 of Table VII. The
~ Arrows indicate Sensitivity Limits of 5%, 50%,
and 95%. Sensitivity Plots are Normalized
to a Maximum of Unity.
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Figure 1: Plots of Sensitivity as a Function
of Neutron Energy for Gold Foil Reactions
Using the Flux Calculated for Zone 1 of Table
VII. The Arrows Indicate Sensitivity Limits
of 5%, 50%, and 95%. Sensitivity Plots are
Normalized to a Maximum of Unity.
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